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ABSTRACT
Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of gender, shape and dimensions of the
incisive papilla, with mean distance between the maxillary central incisors and the center of incisive
papilla.
Methods: The study was conducted on maxillary casts of 180 subjects from Bosnia and Herzegovina
of both genders aged 20 to 40, with completely dental arch and different skeletal classes. The
Digimizer software program was used to measure the distance from the center of the maxillary
central incisors to the center of the incisive papilla and measured the length and width of the incisive
papilla defining its shape. The obtained results were statistically analyzed.
Results: The mean distance from the center of the incisive papilla to the center of the maxillary
incisor was 11.76 ± 2.04 mm (CP-11) on the right side and 11.37 ± 1.95 mm (CP-21) on the left side.
The rectangular shape of the incisive papilla is the most common in 68.89% of cases. There are
differences in the shape of the incisive papilla according to gender. The independent variable of
incisive papilla width as well as palate length show a statistically significant value for the distance
from the center of the incisive papilla to the maxillary central incisors.
Conclusion: The distance from the center of the incisive papilla to the maxillary central incisors can
be explained in a high percentage by the width of the incisive papilla.
Key words: Maxillary central incisors, shape, length and width of incisive papilla.
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Introduction
Natural teeth position in the dental arch, with its
shape, size and roots position have a specific relationship with adjacent teeth in the same and opposite jaws, using surrounding soft tissue as a framework. [1, 2]
However, the loss of teeth and resorption of the
jaw ridge leads to a loss of the exact guidelines for
the placement of artificial teeth in dentures. This is
the great challenge for both dentists and technicians. [3]
Numerous researchers and authors in their
research stated that the placement of artificial
teeth with its shape, color and placement has to be
precise as much as possible to the position of
natural dentition. For example, La Vere et al. insist
that the maxillary front teeth have to be placed as
close as possible to natural teeth position. [4]
The Murray considers that position of the maxillary front teeth is giving the guidance for the
correct placement of the remaining teeth in the
maxillary complete denture. [5]
In the complete edentulous patients, the positioning of incisive papilla is usually the indicator of
maxillary central incisors. The incisive papilla is an
anatomical detail whose position remains constant throughout the life [6]. According to the
literature, the rule of the incisive papilla is used for
the placement of the anterior maxillary incisors.
Based on this finding, the distance from center of
incisive papilla to maxillary central incisor is 6-8
mm or on an average of 8-10 mm. [7, 8]
As an unchanged reference, incisive papilla has
a different shape in dentate patients, while in
edentulous patients mostly has an oval shape. The
shape and size of the incisive papilla is inherited
factor. [9, 10]
In literature, we can find the different number
and different definitions of incisive papilla shapes.
According to Lysell the incisive papilla is defined in
seven shapes: cylindrical, elongated, oval, pearshaped, round, spindle-shaped and triangular.
According to Bombard incisive papilla is defined as
a long papilla, spindle-shaped, flame-shaped, oval,
and pear-shaped. Ortman and Tsao explain that the
shape of the incisive papilla can be pear-shaped,
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

oval, irregular in shape, rectangular, triangular and
inverted pear-shaped. Solomon et al. finds nine
different types of incisive papilla classified
according to their origin. These are following
types.: 1 - large pear, type 2 - small pear, type 3 inverted pear, type 4 - flame-shaped papilla, type 5
- spindle-shaped papilla, type 6 - round, type 7 handle - shaped papilla, type 8 - double papilla, and
type 9 - rudimentary and difficult to recognize
papilla. [9]
In 2009, Filho stated the classification of the
incisive papilla into three forms: elliptical,
triangular and narrow. [11]
And according to the research of Agrawal et al.
from 2021., the incisive papilla is defined in 8
different shapes (cylindrical, pear-shaped, flameshaped, round, double, spherical, incised, double).
[12]
Besides the above defined shapes, the incisive
papilla also has its dimensions - length and width.
The length of the incisive papilla is individually
different ranging from 3.57 mm to 11.86 mm for
length and 1.63 mm to 9.36 mm for width. [13]
The aim of this study was to evaluate the influence of gender, shape and dimensions of the incisive papilla, with mean distance between the
maxillary central incisors and the center of the
incisive papilla.

Materials and Methods
The research was conducted at the Prosthetics
Department of the Faculty of Dentistry of University of Sarajevo. The study was conducted on
maxillary casts of 180 subjects from Bosnia and
Herzegovina of both genders aged 20 to 40, with
completely dental arch and different skeletal
classes.
Patients/students with fixed prosthetic restorations, orthodontic patients and patients with parafunctional habits were excluded from the study.
After the approval by the Ethics Committee
(Decision No. 09-874-6/12 of 27 December 2012)
of the Faculty of the Dentistry of the University of
Sarajevo and informed consent of the patient,
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maxillary impressions were taken and, disinfected.
Maxillary casts were obtained by pouring impressions with type IV gypsum (Heraeus Kulzer).
Using an universal milling cutter (E-Schiff-B,
7647 0968 WSWA/II - Germany) on a plaster cast,
the crown part of the maxillary central incisors was
cut to the interdental papilla. Then the maxillary
cast was photographed with a digital camera
(Nikon D7000 18-105 VR Kit D7000. AT-S Dx
NIKKOR 18-105f/3.5-5.6G ED VR) at a distance of
50 cm. The images were transferred from the
digital camera to a computer and further analyzes
of the image of the maxillary cast were performed
using a Digimizer software program (Version
4.2.1- Last modified: April 23, 2012, 2005 - 2012
MedCalc Software bvba, Broekstraat 52, 9030
Mariakerke, Belgium).
The center of the maxillary central incisors and
the center of the incisive papilla were found using
the Digimizer software program. The distance
from the center of the incisive papilla to the center
of the maxillary central incisors was measured.
The length and width of the incisive papilla were
measured and the shape of the incisive papilla was
defined.
SPSS 17.0 software package was used for statistical data processing, using descriptive statistics
(arithmetic mean, standard deviation, measurement range and percentages), correlation and multiple regression analysis. Multiple regression
analysis was applied to the measured values of the
distance from the center of the incisive papilla to
the center of the right and left maxillary incisors as

a dependent variable. Independent variables
applied for this distance were length of palate,
gender, shape, length and width of incisive papilla,
and right and left hamular distance.

Results
This research involved 66 men aged 25,394 ±
4,729 and 114 women aged 25,395 ± 4,986. Using
digital photography and the Digimizer software
program, the incisive papilla was defined in three
shapes: rectangular, oval and pear-shaped. This
study based on gender factor shows us that
rectangular incisive papilla is the most common
shape in women (68.57%), and most common as
pear-shaped in man (45.45%).
The length (PI-L) and width (PI-W) of the
papilla incisive depending on gender and shape as
separate independent variables are shown in
Tables 1 and 2. Also, the common influence of gender and shape facts together on the size of incisive
papilla are shown Tables 1 and 2.
The mean value of the incisive papilla length
was 11.01 ± 2.12 mm, with a range of 4.81–16.30
mm, and a width of 5.23 ± 0.93 with a range of
3.00–7.60 mm.
The gender, as well as gender and shape observed together, do not affect the length and width of
the incisive papilla. Observing just the shape of the
incisive papilla make conclusion that there is an influence on the length of the incisive papilla (Table
1) and the width of the incisive papilla (Table 2).

Table 1. Anova – Correlation of tested subjects
Dependent Variable: PI-L

Source

Type III Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

126,091a

5

25,218

6,455

0,000

18449,878

1

18449,878

4722,511

0,000

Gender

13,721

1

13,721

3,512

0,063

Shape PI

99,216

2

49,608

12,698

0,000

2,976

2

1,488

0,381

0,684

Error

679,782

174

3,907

Total

22621,726

180

805,873

179

Corrected Model
Intercept

Gender* Shape PI

Corrected Total

a. R Squared = 0,156 (Adjusted R Squared = 0,132)
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Table 2. Anova – Correlation of tested subjects
Dependent Variable: PI-W

Source

Type III Sum of Squares

Mean Square

df

F

Sig.

9,963a

5

1,993

2,408

0,039

4130,975

1

4130,975

4991,147

0,000

Gender

0,799

1

0,799

0,965

0,327

Shape PI

7,234

2

3,617

4,370

0,014

Gender* Shape PI

0,434

2

0,217

0,262

0,769

Error

144,013

174

0,828

Total

5082,384

180

153,976

179

Corrected Model
Intercept

Corrected Total

a. R Squared = 0,065 (Adjusted R Squared = 0,038)

Table 3. Anova – Correlation of tested subjects
Dependent Variable: CP-11

Source

Type III Sum of Squares

Mean Square

df

F

Sig.

10,430a

5

2,086

0,496

0,779

20491,702

1

20491,702

4876,372

0,000

Gender

5,666

1

5,666

1,348

0,247

Shape PI

4,177

2

2,088

0,497

0,609

Gender* Shape PI

2,527

2

1,263

0,301

0,741

Error

731,190

174

4,202

Total

25616,493

180

741,620

179

Corrected Model
Intercept

Corrected Total

a. R Squared = 0,014 (Adjusted R Squared = -0,014)

Table 4. Anova – Correlation of tested subjects
Dependent Variable: CP-21

Source

Type III Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

29,863a

5

5,973

1,596

0,164

19400,447

1

19400,447

5183,845

0,000

Gender

17,327

1

17,327

4,630

0,033

Shape PI

7,683

2

3,841

1,026

0,360

Gender* Shape PI

7,241

2

3,621

0,967

0,382

Error

651,192

174

3,742

Total

23941,142

180

681,055

179

Corrected Model
Intercept

Corrected Total

a. R Squared = 0,044 (Adjusted R Squared = 0,016)

As we determined the shape and size of the
incisive papilla, we measured the distance from the
center of the incisive papilla to the right (CP-11)
and left (CP-21), maxillary incisors were measured
as dependent variables. Then we evaluated the
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

relationship between distance and gender,
distance and shape of incisive papilla and distance
and gender interactions and incisive papillary
shapes. The results of the multiple regression
analysis are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
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The results of descriptive statistics method
showed that the mean distance from the center of
the incisive papilla to the center of the maxillary
right incisor was 11.76 ± 2.04 mm (CP-11) and the
mean distance from the center of the incisive
papilla to the center of the left maxillary incisor
was 11.37 ± 1.95 mm (CP-21).
The results of the regression analysis showed a
statistically significant difference between the
genders at the distance from the center of the
incisive papilla to the left maxillary incisor (CP-21)
(p= 0.033), while gender had no effect on the
distance of CP-11 (p= 0.247). Observed separately,
the shape of the observed incisive papilla had no
effect on the distance from CP-11 and CP-21 (p=
0.609, p= 0.360). Observed together, the gender
and the shape of the incisive papilla had no effect
on any of the measured distances (p= 741, p=
0.382).
Based on multiple regression analysis of
measuring the distance from the center of the
incisive papilla to the maxillary central incisors as a
dependent variable in relation to independent
variables: palate length, distance from right to left
hamular notch, length and width of incisive papilla,
incisive papilla shape, age and gender based on the

statistical criterion, two independent variables of
palate length - PL and incisive papilla width - PI-W
were retained.
The distance from the center of the incisive
papilla to the right and left central incisors showed
statistically significant values of the regression
coefficient for the independent variable width of
incisive papilla and palate length. The highest
regression, coefficient B=0.779, for the dependent
variable CP-11 showed the width of the incisive
papilla (the effect of palate length was significantly
smaller). The distance CP-21 regression coefficient
was smaller but significant B=0.589 and it can be
concluded that it happened when the width
incisive papilla increased by 1 mm. We expect an
average increase and the distance from the center
of the incisive papilla to the maxillary central
incisors by 0.779 mm and 0.589 mm, respectively
(with 95% confidence) (Table 5. and 6.).

Discussion
This study was conducted to determine the
influence of the shape, length and width of the
incisive papilla on the distance between the

Table 5. Coefficient of model and variables CP-11, PL and PI-W
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
B

Std. Error

0,750

1,299

PL

0,106

0,019

PI-W

0,779

0,164

1 (Constant)

Standardized
Coefficients

Collinearity Statistics
t

Sig.

Beta

Tolerance

VIF

0,577

0,565

0,421

5,674

0,000

0,928

1,077

0,352

4,748

0,000

0,928

1,077

a. Dependent Variable: CP-11

Table 6. Coefficient of models and variables CP-21, PL and PI-W
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
B

Std. Error

-0,137

1,234

PL

0,128

0,018

PI-W

0,589

0,156

1 (Constant)

Standardized
Coefficients

Collinearity Statistics
t

Sig.

Beta

Tolerance

VIF

-0,111

0,912

0,518

7,197

0,000

0,928

1,077

0,272

3,778

0,000

0,928

1,077

a. Dependent Variable: CP-21
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incisive papilla and the maxillary central incisors
in the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
It is well known that the incisive papilla is a
biometric guide and has morphometric characteristics. It is used for the correct placement of
artificial maxillary central incisors and canines.
There is a difference in the shape of the incisive
papilla in dentate patients and complete
edentulous patients. [9]
In this study, we analyzed the shape, length and
width of the incisive papilla. The results showed
that the rectangular shape of the incisive papilla
was the most common in 68.89% of cases, and
there are differences in the shape of the incisive
papilla according to gender. This is in contrast to
the research of Ortman and Tsao, in the results of
which the pear-shaped incisive papilla is the most
represented in 55%, and the rectangular papilla in
at least 7.89%. [14] Solomon also finds that the
most common is pear-shaped of the incisive
papilla. [9]
Solomon, Filho, Agrawal, Lysella state the
classifications shape of incisive papilla in 9, 3, 8, 7
forms that have similarities but also differences in
relation to the analysis of shape of incisive papilla
in our study. [9,11,12,15]
The shape of the incisive papilla is defined on
the basis of visual inspection, so it is a subjective
assessment, not precisely defined. [16,17] Thus,
we also explain the differences in the classification
of incisive papilla shape in our study, contrary to
the research of other authors.
The size in general, and thus the size of the
incisive papilla, can be quantified. [18] The average
length of the incisive papilla in this study was 11,01
mm ± 2,12 (min-4,81; max-16,3 mm) which is
significantly higher than the length of the incisive
papilla in the study of Filipović et al. (6,82 mm),
Ortman et al. (7,2mm), Shin et al. (5,89 mm), and
Maskey et al. from 2018. 7,35±0,92 mm. [13, 14, 19,
20]
The mean value of the width of the incisive
papilla in this study was 5.23 ± 0.93 mm, which was
significantly higher than the width of the incisive
papilla in the study of Filipović (3.05 m), Ortman
(3.42 mm). [13, 14]
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

There were significant differences in the size of
the incisive papilla in our research compared to the
research of other authors, which can be explained
by different ways of measurement. The most
authors used calipers and we used a software
program.
Further, the regression analysis referred to the
distance from the center of the incisive papilla to
the center of the upper central incisors as a
dependent variable observed by the influence of
independent variables that are measurable in the
case of complete edentulousness. These independent variables are: distance between the hamular
notches, the width of the incisive papilla, the length
of the incisive papilla, the shape of incisive papilla,
the length of palate, age of subjects, and gender of
subjects.
The mean value of the distance from the center
of the incisive papilla to the center of the maxillary
right central incisor (CP-11), in our study is 11.76
mm ± 2.04 (min - 6.37, max - 19.39 mm). The mean
value from the center of the incisive papilla to the
center of the maxillary left central incisor (CP-21)
is 11.37 ± 1.95 mm (min-5.88 mm, max 18.44 mm).
Gender was statistically significant for CP-21
distance, while there was no significance for CP-11
distances. While the gender and shape of the
incisive papilla observed in the interaction did not
show an effect for the distance of CP-11 and CP- 21.
The results of our study for the distance from
the center of the incisive papilla to the center of the
maxillary central incisors is significantly higher
compared to the measurements of many authors
which can be attributed to technological progress
in measuring distance.
The distance from the center of the incisive
papilla to the central incisors is on average 8-10
mm, which means that there are smaller, but also
significantly higher values than the average, which
is confirmed by our study. [21-30]
Some authors measured the distance from the
center of the incisive papilla as we do, while others
measured the distance from the distal surface of
the incisive papilla because it is the least resorbed.
Some authors measured the distance both from the
center and from the distal surface. [31-33]
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Avhad and Park, who used a digital caliper,
found that the distance from the center of the
incisive papilla to the maxillary central incisors in
the trapezoidal shape of the dental arch is close to
our value (11.01 mm), but we did not study the
shape of the dental arch. [34, 35]
While Huang et al. found that only in a small
percentage (1.23%), the range of this distance was
11-11.49 mm, which is similar to the numbers in
our study. [36]
The research of some authors referred to the
influence of the shape of the incisive papilla and the
size of the incisive papilla on the distance from the
incisive papilla to the maxillary central incisors.
[12, 20, 37, 38]
Thus, Sapkota et al. in 2017. in their research
stated that there was no significant difference in
the distance of the central incisor from the incisive
papilla and between the shape of the arch and
different forms of the incisive papilla. [37]
These results corresponded with the results of
Agrawal et al. from 2021., who confirmed that the
distance between the incisive papilla and the
maxillary central incisors does not depend on the
shape of the incisive papilla and the shape of the
arch. [12]
Both previous studies are similar to our results
because in our study of the shape of the incisive
papilla, there was no significant effect on the
distance from the center of the incisive papilla to
the maxillary central incisors, while we did not
investigate the shape of the arch.
Contrary to previous research, Pagia et al. find
that the shape of the incisive papilla has an effect
on the position of the maxillary incisors, i.e., the
distance between the central incisors and the
incisive papilla. [38]
In our study, the shape and length of the incisive
papilla had no influence on the distance from the
center of the incisive papilla to the maxillary
central incisors, but the width of incisive papilla
showed statistically significant influence. In a
study by Maskey et al., the size of the incisive
papilla may be helpful in determining the distance
between the incisal edge of the central incisors and
incisive papilla because there is a slight correlation
between these variables. [20]
8

However, Maskey et al. understood the size of
the incisive papilla as its length or anteroposterior
dimension [20], and the width of the incisive
papilla was not measured as in our study.

Conclusion
Based on the above results of this study, we can
conclude:
1. the mean distance from the center of the
incisive papilla to the center of the maxillary right
incisor is 11.76 ± 2.04 mm (CP-11) and the mean
distance from the center of the incisive papilla to
the center of the left upper incisor is 11.37 ± 1.95
mm (CP-21).
2. the rectangular shape of incisive papilla is
most common (in 68.89% of cases), and there are
differences in the shape of the incisive papilla
according to gender.
3. the distance from the center of the incisive
papilla to the maxillary central incisors can be
explained in a high percentage by the width of the
incisive papilla.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Oral ulceration (ulcer) is a deep defect within the oral mucosa which occurs due to
pathologic processes in the dermis. Oral mucosal ulcerations can be caused by injury, malignant disease,
immune and autoimmune disease, infection, or be hereditary. Tobacco and alcohol use are in literature
known as distinguished etiological factors of oral mucosal ulcerations. It is well known that the state of
worry, psychological stress, fear, anxiety, depression all precede the occurrence of oral ulcerations.
Genetic predisposition for the development of oral ulcerations is significant and cannot be neglected,
especially if another etiological factor is present as well.
Materials and methods: This study was carried out at the Department and Clinic of Oral Medicine and
Periodontics, Faculty of Dental Medicine, University of Sarajevo. The study was conducted with the
approval of the Institutional Ethical Committee. The study procedure was explained and informed
consent was obtained from each participant.
The study was conducted on 80 patients that were divided into two study groups:
Case group: patients that had oral ulcerations
Control group: healthy patients without oral ulcerations
Anamnestic data and data obtained by clinical examination were entered in dental charts that were
designed for the study.
Conclusion: Although our research suggests oral ulcerations are not more frequent in patients that use
tobacco or alcohol, their consumption is undoubtedly a health hazard.
Considering the population that was mostly presented with oral ulcerations we believe that stress and
anxiety as etiological factors play the most important role in the development of oral ulcerations.
This study confirmed that genetic predisposition is also relevant in the development of oral ulcerations
and should not be overseen, especially if another etiological factor is present as well.
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Introduction
Oral mucosa plays an important role in the
proper functioning of the human organism. It
protects organs of the oral cavity, acts as a receptor
of different stimuli, enables absorption and resorption of nutrients, prevents the unphysiological
exchange of substances, stimulates excretion of
toxic agents from the organism and acts as a carrier
of taste. Oral mucosa can be easily examined, and
therefore is an important indicator of the condition
of the organism.
In healthy people, oral mucosa is smooth, soft,
sensitive and has good vascularization and optimal
thickness. Lesions of the oral mucosa can be divided into three categories based on the surface
relation of the lesion and oral mucosa: pathological
lesions in level with mucosal epithelium (macule),
lesions beneath the mucosal surface (erosion,
ulceration, fissure, scar), and mucosal changes
above the surface of mucosa (papule, vesicle, bulla,
pustule).
Oral ulceration (ulcer) is a deep defect within
the oral mucosa which occurs due to pathologic
processes in dermis. When describing an ulceration, a clinician should refer to its shape, size,
depth, bottom, border, consistency, surrounding
area and sensitivity. The bottom of the ulceration
reaches connecting tissue and muscle. Ulceration
heals by scarification [1].
Ulcerous diseases of the oral mucosa have very
similar clinical presentation so detailed anamnesis
and clinical examination play an important role in
making a proper diagnosis.
Oral mucosal ulcerations can be caused by
injury, malignant disease, immune and autoimmune disease, infection, or be hereditary. Tobacco and
alcohol use are in literature known as distinguished etiological factors of oral mucosal ulcerations.
Tobacco has for a while been known as one of
the major etiological factors for the development of
precancerous and cancerous lesions of the oral
cavity. Carcinoma is induced by cancerogenic
substances in tobacco. More than 7000 harmful
chemicals which are identified in tobacco, tobacco
smoke, or components dissolved in water will be
12

found in saliva as well. Among them, more than 70
have been classified by International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) [2].
Alcohol consumption has many effects on the
oral cavity ranging from minor ones such as
inflammation, recurrent aphthae or cheilitis, to
major consequences like taking part in the
development of oral carcinoma.
A significant link between alcohol consumption
and carcinoma development can be found in literature, especially if the alcohol use is accompanied
by tobacco use [1, 3].
Stress can be defined as a physical, mental, and
emotional response to events that cause physical
or emotional tension.
It is well known that the state of worry,
psychological stress, fear, anxiety, depression all
precede the occurrence of oral ulcerations. Oral
ulcerations can interfere with vital bodily functions such as breathing, eating, swallowing and
speaking.
On the other hand, the presence of oral
ulcerations can undermine confidence and selfrespect, discourage normal social interaction,
cause other health issues, and lead to chronic
stress and depression.
Genetic predisposition for the development of
oral ulcerations is significant and cannot be
neglected, especially if another etiological factor is
present as well.
The goal of our research is to determine the
effect of tobacco smoking, alcohol use and
socioeconomic factors on the development of
ulcerations of the oral cavity.

Materials and methods
This study was carried out at the Department
and Clinic of Oral Medicine and Periodontics,
Faculty of Dental Medicine, University of Sarajevo.
The study was conducted with the approval of the
Institutional Ethical Committee. The study
procedure was explained and informed consent
was obtained from each participant.
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)
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The study was conducted on 80 patients that
were divided into two study groups:
- Case group: patients that had oral ulcerations
- Control group: healthy patients without oral
ulcerations
Anamnestic data and data obtained by clinical
examination were entered in dental charts that
were designed for the study.

Of the total 40 patients with oral ulcerations, 34
(85%) did not have university degree, whereas the
other 6 (15%) were degree holders. 18 patients
from the control group (18%) did not have
university degree, and 22 (55%) did have a
university degree. We have established statistically
significant (p<0.001) dependence between the
level of education and the occurrence of oral
ulcerations (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Level of education in patients with
oral ulcerations and in healthy patients.

Results

The results are expressed as absolute numbers N and percentages %.

The results were analyzed using SPSS
(Statistical Package for Social Sciences) version
21.0. The results were expressed as absolute
numbers N and percentages %, arithmetic mean
() and standard error of the arithmetic mean
(SEM), median and interquartile range (25-75
percentile). To test the significance of normal
distribution deviation Shapiro-Wilk test was used.
The results were analyzed using z-test for suitable
variables, and nonparametric tests were used in
cases of irregular distribution (Mann-Whitney U
test). For analyzing categoric variables Chi-square
and Fischer exact tests were used.
Age, sex, and bad habits do not significantly
differ in patients with oral ulcerations compared to
healthy patients (table 1).

p<0.001
40

34
(85.0%)

30

22
(55.0%)
18
(45.0%)

20

6
(15.0%)

10

0

POU
Education level

without University
degree

CG
with University
degree

Table 1. Baseline characteristics and bad habits in healthy patients and patients with oral ulcerations.
Variables

POU (n=40)

CG (n=40)

p

31.5 (24.0-56.5)

35.0 (32.25-39.75)

0.464

17 (42.5%) / 23 (57.5%)

14 (35.0%) / 26 (65%)

0.491

Smoking

10 (25.0%)

14 (35.0%)

0.329

Years of smoking

13.9±4.09

14.85±1.62

0.810

Cigarettes/day

16.0±2.66

22.2±2.58

0.116

Alcohol consumption

4 (10.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0.058

Age (years)
Gender (male / female)

The results were expressed as absolute numbers N and percentages %, arithmetic mean (X) and standard error of the arithmetic mean
(SEM), median and interquartile range (25-75 percentile), POU-patients with oral ulcerations, CG-control group
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Of the total 40 patients with oral ulcerations, 13
(32%) were employed, whereas 27 of them
(67.5%) were unemployed. Out of 40 patients in
the control group, 36 of them (32%) were
employed. There is a statistically significant
correlation (p<0.001) between the employment
status and the occurrence of oral ulcerations
(Figure 2).
Figure 2. Employment status in case group (POU)
and control group (CG).

Out of 40 patients with oral ulcerations, 8 of
them (20%) did have a positive family history, and
32 of them (80%) did not. All of the patients in the
control group had a negative family history. There
is a statistically significant (p=0.003) positive family history among patients with oral ulcerations
(Figure 3).

Discussion

The results are expressed as absolute numbers N and percentages %.

p<0.001

36
(90.0%)

40

27
(67.5%)

30

20

13
(32.5%)
10

4
(10.0%)

0

POU
Employment status

CG
employed

not employed

Figure 3. Family history in patients with oral
ulcerations (POU) and healthy patients (CG).
The results are expressed as absolute numbers N and percentages %.

40
(100.0%)

p=0.003
40

32
(80.0%)
30

20

10

8
(20.0%)

0

POU
Family history

14

CG
yes

no

The results of this study have shown an inverse
connection between tobacco use and the occurrence of oral ulcerations.
Literature does suggest that tobacco smoking
could have a protective effect due to increased
keratinization of oral mucosa in tobacco smokers.
Thickened keratin layer acts as a mechanic and
chemical barrier against traumatic injury and
microorganisms [4].
Most of the patients in the present study were
diagnosed with recurrent aphthous stomatitis
(RAU).
The results of other research suggest an inverse
connection between the development of recurrent
aphthous ulcerations and tobacco consumption as
well [5].
Several researchers proposed that smokers
could be under less stress compared to smokers
and that there is a psychological trigger that
initiates recurrent aphthous stomatitis [6].
The link between cigarette smoking and the
lower occurrence of aphthae found in this study
proposes that smoking could have a role in the
prevention of RAU.
The results of our research are in concordance
with the research of Abdullah who studied the
prevalence and risk factors of recurrent aphthous
ulcerations including tobacco use [7].
No link was found between the occurrence of
oral ulcerations and alcohol use which is partially
in line with the study conducted by Italian
researchers who investigated the correlation
between alcohol use and 14 diseases. Their
research did not confirm a connection between
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)
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alcohol use and the development of oral carcinoma
and oral ulcerations [8].
Other researches did confirm a connection
between prolonged alcohol use and the occurrence
of oral ulcerations [1, 9].
Long-term alcohol consumption causes vitamin
B12 deficiency which leads to pernicious anemia.
Pernicious anemia in the oral cavity is manifested
with smooth, red tongue, atrophy of papillae, and
loss of taste – a condition known as Moller-Hunter
glossitis.
Furthermore, long-term alcohol abuse can lead
to the occurrence of oral ulcerations, xerostomia,
necrotizing ulcerous gingivitis, recurrent aphthous ulcerations and secondary candidiasis. In
patients with severe alcohol abuse, oral mucosa
becomes atrophic with ulcerations that are
covered with yellowish pseudo-membranes.
Level of education and employment status had a
significant impact on the prevalence of oral
ulcerations. Oral ulcerations were mostly present
in patients that had an academic degree, students,
and the unemployed. These results suggest that
stress and anxiety have an important role in the
development of oral ulcerations in students and
the unemployed.
Different studies address stress as an etiological
factor in the development of oral ulcerations such
as oral lichen planus and recurrent aphthous
stomatitis. Such was the research conducted by
Indian scientists that confirmed the role of stress in
the occurrence of recurrent aphthous stomatitis
and oral lichen planus [10]. The results of another
study by Indian scientists showed that oral
ulcerations are more frequent in patients with
anxiety and depression than in healthy patients
[11]. The role of stress in the development of
recurrent aphthous ulcerations was confirmed in
the study by Arab scientists that was conducted
among female students of dental medicine in Saudi
Arabia [12].
The results of our study are in agreement with
the results of the above-mentioned studies.
Patients with oral ulcerations in our research
had a positive family history of oral ulcerations. All
of the patients that had positive family history
were diagnosed with recurrent aphthous ulceStomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

rations. Microarray is a specific laboratory
technique used to detect the simultaneous
expression of thousand genes. Microarray showed
that 551 genes are included in the etiology of
recurrent aphthous ulcerations, and 196 genes are
connected with the development of recurrent
ulcerations. IL-2 plays an important role in the
occurrence, advancement, and reoccurrence of
aphthae on the level of mRNA and proteins [13].
Results of other studies have also reported positive
family history in patients with recurrent aphthous
ulcerations [14].

Conclusion
Although our research suggests oral ulcerations
are not more frequent in patients that use tobacco
or alcohol, their consumption is undoubtedly a
health hazard.
Considering the population that was mostly
presented with oral ulcerations we believe that
stress and anxiety as etiological factors play the
most important role in the development of oral
ulcerations.
This study confirmed that genetic predisposition is also relevant in the development of oral
ulcerations and should not be overseen, especially
if another etiological factor is present as well.
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ABSTRACT
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the immunohistochemical expression of TIMP-1,
TIMP-2 and TIMP-3 in inflamed dental pulp and to examine the association of this expression with
angiogenesis.
Materials and Methods: Fifty-four (54) samples of dental pulps with clinical diagnosis of irreversible
pulpitis were used as the experimental group and fifty-one (51) healthy pulps extirpated from clinically
intact teeth, which were extracted for orthodontic reasons, were used as the control group. From each
tissue sample four sections were made and stained using the immunohistochemical (IH) method with the
use of monoclonal antibodies. The IH status of the tested antigens was determined by the
semiquantitative method and included determination of the number of newly formed blood vessels
(CD105 positive) and evaluation of the immunohistochemical expression of TIMP-1, TIMP-2 and TIMP-3.
Results: Significantly higher expression of TIMP-3 (Mann–Whitney U, p=0.001) and TIMP-2
(Mann–Whitney U, p=0.049) were observed in the experimental compared to the control group. There are
statistically significant differences in the number of CD105 positive blood vessels between the
experimental and control group (Mann–Whitney U, p=0.0001), indicating angiogenesis. There is a
significant association (rpb=0.454; p= 0.001) between TIMP-3 expression and CD105 positive blood
vessel expression.
Conclusion: The results of our study showed that inflammation of the dental pulp contributes to the
immunohistochemical expression of TIMP-2 and TIMP-3. Also it was found an increased number of
CD105 positive vascular profiles indicating the occurrence of angiogenesis in the inflamed pulp. TIMP-3
plays an important role in angiogenesis during pulpitis, since the immunohistochemical expression of
TIMP-3 in the inflamed pulp positively correlated with the expression of CD105.
Keywords: dental pulp, inflammation, immunohistochemistry, angiogenesis, TIMP-1 , TIMP-2 , TIMP-3
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Introduction
Remodeling and expansion of primary blood
vessels formed by vasculogenesis in arteries, veins
and capillaries of different sizes is called
angiogenesis. Angiogenesis is also necessary to
maintain the functional and structural integrity of
tissues during postnatal life. In healthy adults, the
transformation of endothelial cells is usually very
slow and the endothelium is maintained at rest
state by a balance of positive and negative
regulators of angiogenesis. Angiogenesis is limited
to sites where metabolic tissue damage is such that
new blood vessels are needed. In wound healing,
fracture healing, inflammation, folliculogenesis
and ovulation during the menstrual cycle, as well
as in ischemic conditions, positive factors
predominate, thus causing the activation of
angiogenic mechanisms [1].
Angiogenesis is also an integral component of
chronic inflammatory processes and is crucial for
tissue development and recovery. Evaluation of
angiogenesis in inflamed dental pulp using the
panendothelial marker (CD34) [2], as well as using
the activated endothelial marker (endoglin), was
the subject of our previous research [3].
The complexity of endothelial cell development
suggests that the regulation of their growth must
include many developmental and tissue-specific
differentiation factors. Angiogenic signals are
mediated by a number of growth factors and
cytokines and the balance between positive and
negative regulators keeps mature blood vessels at
state of rest. Each time the balance is disturbed, the
vessels respond either by activating angiogenic
responses or, when insufficient growth signals are
present, regressing by apoptosis. The interaction
between angiogenic growth factors and their
target cells triggers a cascade of events resulting in
the formation of blood vessels [4].
Extracellular matrix protein degeneration
occurs during pulpitis. Different matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), acting on different structural
proteins, are involved in this matrix transformation. Thus, gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9) are
involved in the degradation of denatured gelatinlaminins, elastins, fibronectin and basement
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membrane collagen. They are also included in the
normal extracellular matrix transformation.
Several studies describe the association between
MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression and angiogenesis in
pulpitis [5-13].
Matrix metalloproteinases can be neutralized
by tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinase
(TIMPs). Until now four TIMPs (TIMP-1, TIMP-2,
TIMP-3 and TIMP-4) have been identified in
mammals, and they differ from each other in tissue
expression, regulation and inhibitory characteristics. TIMPs also inhibit disintegrin and metalloproteinases (ADAMs) and ADAMs with thrombospondin motifs (ADAMTSs), although, this inhibition is primarily accomplished by TIMP-3.
Balance between matrix metalloproteinases and
their endogenous inhibitors are variable in both
physiological processes, such as growth and
development, as well as in pathological processes
[14].
Recent studies have shown that TIMPs also
elicit responses that are independent of matrix
metalloproteinase inhibition. Therefore, they are
involved in numerous biological processes such as
the regulation of cell proliferation, migration and
invasion, angiogenesis and apoptosis [15].
Data related to the expression of TIMPs in
dental pulp are very limited. The aim of this study is
to investigate the immunohistochemical expression of TIMP-1, TIMP-2 and TIMP-3 in inflamed dental pulp and to examine the association
with angiogenesis.

Material and methods
Sample selection
A total of 68 dental pulps extirpated from
permanent maxillary and mandibular premolars
with a clinical diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis
caused by caries were collected. All patients have
previously undergone a complete endodontic
diagnostic protocol, which includes taking
anamnestic data, clinical examination and testing,
as well as analysis of radiographic findings. Criteria
for the clinical diagnosis of symptomatic irreverStomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)
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sible pulpitis was the presence of spontaneous or
intermittent pain caused by thermal stimuli that
persisted after the removal of the stimulus.
Diagnostic criteria for asymptomatic irreversible
pulpitis were the existence of deep caries
extending to the pulp chamber, established by
clinical examination and radiography. The
exclusive criteria included samples in which, after
examination of sections stained by hematoxylin
eosin, it was noticed that they were rudimentary or
that tissue necrosis was present. This was
observed in 14 samples, and after their exclusion,
54 dental pulps were included in the experimental
group.
The control group included 51 dental pulps
extirpated from clinically intact, permanent
maxillary and mandibular premolars, with fully
developed roots, which were extracted for orthodontic reasons - as directed by an orthodontist. The
age limit of patients was 12 to 35 years for both
groups.
Sample collection was performed at the Faculty
of Dentistry in Sarajevo, and pathohistological
tissue verification and immunohistochemical
analysis at the Department of Pathology of the
Medical Faculty in Sarajevo.
The study was performed in accordance with
the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki on
biomedical research and was approved by a local
Ethics Committee (Faculty of Dentistry, Sarajevo,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, number of approval
letter: 09-622-2/11).
Immunohistochemical analysis
Immunohistochemical analysis was performed
using monoclonal mouse anti-human TIMP-1
(Clone VT7; DAKO, Denmark), TIMP-2 (Clone
46E5; Leica Biosystems, Newcastle), TIMP-3
(Clone 18D12b; Leica Biosystems, Newcastle) and
anti-CD105-endoglin (Clone 4G11; Leica
Biosystems, Newcastle) antibodies. Four-micronthick, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections
were mounted on silanized slides and heated
overnight at 60 ̊C. The samples were deparaffinized
with xylene and rehydrated in a series of
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

decreasing ethanol solutions (100%, 90% and
80%) for 5 min each, then washed with distilled
water and three times with 0.05 mol/L phosphatebuffered saline (pH 7.4). Sections were than
immersed in a 10 mmol/L citrated buffer at 60°C
for 5 min for antigen retrieval. They were then
immersed in methanol with 3% H2O2 at 4 ̊C for 30
minutes to block endogenous peroxidase activity,
and incubated for 10 minutes with rabbit serum to
block non-specific antigen receptors. Tissue
samples were then incubated with the aforementioned primary antibodies (TIMP-1, TIMP-2, TIMP3 and endoglin) which were incubated for 2 hours
at 4 ̊C. Secondary antibody and avidin-biotinperoxidase complex (ABC) were instilled into
tissue sample slides. 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB)
was used as a chromogen and the tissue was
stained with Mayer's hematoxylin, mounted and
cover slipped.
Immunohistochemical evaluation
The slides were observed by light microscopy
(Olympus BX40 microscope, Artisan Scientific,
Champaign, Illinois, USA) at magnification of 400x.
Immunochistohemical positive cells were
identified by their brown color.
The staining intensity of protein TIMP-1, TIMP2, and TIMP-3 and the number of stained pulp cells
were both taken into consideration. The
cytoplasmic staining intensity was scored semiquantitatively, according to a previously described
method [16], as follows: no staining (score 0), less
than 10% of stained cells (score 1), less than 30%
of weakly stained or strongly but incompletely
stained cells (score 2) and more than 30% of
strongly and completely stained cells (score 3).
The product of the immunohistochemical
reaction was visualized in the cytoplasm of
fibroblasts and inflammatory cells. Newly formed,
CD105 positive vessels were counted in 5 visual
fields, separately, which is expressed as the mean
value for each individual pulp sample. Isolated
brown-stained cells, cell clusters and formed
lumen structures were taken into account.
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Statistical analisis

Results

Comparison of TIMP-1, TIMP-2, TIMP-3 and
CD105 expression between healthy and inflamed
dental pulp was evaluated by the Mann-Whitney U
test. The point-biserial correlation coefficient test
was used to assess the relationship between
CD105-positive blood vessel expression and TIMP3 expression (for TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 it does not
make sense due to expression in a small number of
samples).

Significantly higher expression of TIMP-3
(Mann–Whitney U, p=0.001) and TIMP-2
(Mann–Whitney U, p=0.049) were observed in the
experimental compared to the control group. No
statistically significant difference in TIMP-1
expression was found between the experimental
and control groups (Table 1.). In the experimental
group, TIMP-1 (Figure 1.) and TIMP-2 (Figure 2.)
were detected entirely in inflammatory pulp cells,

Table 1. Cytoplasmic staining intensity of TIMP-1, TIMP-2 and TIMP-3
Cytoplasmic
staining

Group

experimental
Cytoplasmic
staining
intensity of
TIMP-1
control

experimental
Cytoplasmic
staining
intensity of
TIMP-2
control

experimental
Cytoplasmic
staining
intensity of
TIMP-3
control
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Score
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3

N
50
4
0
0
Total 54
50
1
0
0
Total 51
50
1
3
0
Total 54
51
0
0
0
Total 51
43
7
2
2
Total 54
51
0
0
0
Total 51

MannWhitney U

Z

p

1302

-1,304

0,192

1275

-1,972

0,049

1096,5

-3,385

0,001
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Figure 1. TIMP -1 positive macrophages of
inflamed pulp- black arrows (IH, X400)

Figure 4. TIMP-3 positive inflammatory
cells and fibroblasts (IH, X400)

Figure 2. TIMP-2 positive inflammatory cells
and fibroblasts (IH, X400)

Figure 5. CD105 positive capillary endothelial cells
- black arrows (IH, X400)

Figure 3. TIMP-3 positive inflammatory cells
- black arrows(IH, X400)
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in four samples each. TIMP-3 was detected in 11
samples, of which seven times in fibroblasts and six
times in inflammatory cells (Figure 3.). Of that
number, simultaneous expression of TIMP-3
(Figure 4.) in inflammatory cells and fibroblasts
was observed in two cases.
There are statistically significant differences in
the number of CD105 positive blood vessels
between the experimental and control group
(Mann–Whitney U, p=0.0001), indicating angiogenesis. There is a significant association
(rpb=0.454; p= 0.001) between TIMP-3 expression
and CD105 positive blood vessel expression
(Figure 5.).
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Discussion
Dental pulp inflammation is regulated sequence
of vascular and cellular events mediated by various
molecular factors. Due to its primary role in tissue
trophism and homeostasis, as well as its
participation in inflammation, the angiogenic
process is regulated by a multitude of factors. The
list of molecules that affect angiogenesis grows
every day and includes growth factors, bioactive
lipids, complex polysaccharides and ECM
components. In recent years has been confirmed
that the extracellular matrix (ECM) contains
critical signals that regulate the formation and
function of blood vessels during development and
disease. These signals regulate the molecular
balance between vascular morphogenesis and
regression. In this sense, the fundamental role in
the regulation of morphogenesis and stability of
blood vessels is played by ECM signals that act on
endothelial cells, pericytes and smooth muscle
cells of the vasculature [17, 18].
The expression of TIMPs in dental pulp has been
the subject of a relatively small number of studies.
In cultures of human mature odontoblasts and
pulp tissues, Palosaari et al. in 2003., for the first
time, detected TIMP-1, TIMP-2 and TIMP-3 using
RT-PCR [19]. Sulkala et al. observed minimal
differences in the expression of TIMPs, between
the pulp of healthy teeth and teeth with caries [20].
Using the ELISA test, Accorsi-Mendonça et al.
found significantly higher values of TIMP-2 in
inflamed compared to healthy pulp on a sample of
10 healthy and 10 inflamed pulps [21], which is in
accordance with the results of our research. In our
study, no statistically significant difference in
TIMP-1 expression was found between healthy
and inflamed pulps. In contrast Lee et al., using
ELISA and immunofluorescent staining, found a
positive correlation between the severity of dental
pulp inflammation and TIMP-1 expression in LPSinduced rat pulpitis. However, the authors
themselves, taking into account the differences in
the biological characteristics of human and rat
teeth, emphasize the importance of clinical studies
22

to determine the diagnostic potential of TIMP-1
[22].
It has traditionally been believed that TIMPs
prevent angiogenesis through an inhibitory effect
on MMPs and preventing degradation of the
extracellular matrix. TIMP-3 is considered an
antagonist of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) because it binds to its receptor 2 (VEGFR2). Inhibition of angiogenesis by TIMP-3 has been
demonstrated in several studies. Thus, AnandApple et al. concluded that TIMP-3 inhibits
vascular endothelial cell chemotaxis toward VEGF
and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) [23].
Study by Kang et al. have shown that TIMP-3 can
inhibit tumor angiogenesis and endothelial cell
proliferation [24]. The influence of TIMP-3 on the
development of choroidal vasculature was
described in a study by Ebrahem et al [25].
In this study, we noticed that TIMP-3 has
proangiogenic effects. Of course, we must be
critical and emphasize that statistical correlation
does not necessarily mean a cause-and-effect
relationship. Searching the literature, we found
that this is not the first time that TIMP-3 has been
associated with a proangiogenic effect. In an
American-British study, it has been proven that the
S156C mutation of TIMP-3 in endothelial cells
results in abnormal localization of the protein,
increased glycolysis, decreased inhibitory activity
on the matrix metalloproteinase and increased
VEGF-dependent angiogenesis, which causes
choroidal neovascularization in Sorsby's fundus
dystrophy [26]. Also, Takawale et al. reported that
TIMP-3 overexpression promotes angiogenesis
and inhibit early proteolysis after myocardial
infraction in a biphasic and dose- dependent
manner [27]. Importantly, Saunders et al.
demonstrated that TIMP-3 stabilizes the vascular
network by preventing regression of newly formed
vasculature [28].
It is evident that TIMP-3 has different activities,
depending on the cell types, tissues or physiological environment. The mechanism by which
TIMP-3 acts on angiogenesis has not yet been fully
elucidated and requires further research.
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human dental pulps. Eur J Oral Sci.
2002;110(5):353-7.

Conclusions
1. Inflammation of the dental pulp stimulates the
immunohistochemical expression of TIMP-3
which has been observed in fibroblasts and
inflammatory cells.

6.

Tsai CH, Chen YJ, Huang FM, Su YF, Chang YC.
The upregulation of matrix metalloproteinase-9 in inflamed human dental pulps. J
Endod. 2005;31(12):860-2.

2. Also, inflammation stimulates the expression
of TIMP-2 in dental pulp which is limited to
inflammatory cells.

7.

Zehnder M, Wegehaupt FJ, Attin T. A first study
on the usefulness of matrix metalloproteinase
9 from dentinal fluid to indicate pulp
inflammation. J Endod. 2011;37(1):17-20.

8.

Accorsi-Mendonça T , Silva EJ, Marcaccini AM,
Gerlach RF, Duarte KM, Pardo AP, et al.
Evaluation of gelatinases, tissue inhibitor of
matrix metalloproteinase-2, and myeloperoxidase protein in healthy and inflamed
human dental pulp tissue. J Endod. 2013;
39(7):879-82.

9.

Panagakos FS, O'Boskey JF Jr, Rodriguez E.
Regulation of pulp cell matrix metalloproteinase production by cytokines and
lipopolysaccharides. J Endod. 1996;
22(7):358-61.

3. No association has been established between
immunohistochemical expression of TIMP-1
and pulpitis.
4. TIMP-3 plays a significant role in angiogenesis
during pulpitis, because the immunohistochemical expression of TIMP-3 in inflamed
pulp positively correlates with the expression
of CD105.
5. TIMP expression is tissue-specific, but also
depends on the research method.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to determine the skeletal class in orthodontic subjects using Stainer analyze
and Wits appraisal on lateral cephalograms and to determine the extent to which a positive correlation is
present. The research was conducted as a retrospective study on a sample of 300 subjects who had done
lateral cephalograms and plaster models before starting orthodontic therapy. Digital profile
cephalograms were analyzed using the AxCEph software system. The results showed a positive
correlation in the amount of 64.66% with the correlation being higher in subjects with normal Bolton
ratio values. It can be concluded that Stainer analysis and Wits appraisal, which are used on lateral
cephalograms in order to determine the skeletal class of the subjects, show a statistically significant
correlation.
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Introduction
The term eugnathia means a properly formed
anatomical - morphological and functional
physiological orofacial system consisting of teeth,
jaws, soft parts and temporomandibular joint,
while the deviation of the position of individual
teeth, groups of teeth or entire dentitions from
their correct position in the sagittal, transverse or
vertical plane leads to the formation of various
forms of malocclusions. If the intermaxillary
relationship between the maxilla and the mandible
is also irregular, we are talking about dysgnathia [1,
2].
There are several ways to classify malocclusions, and one of the most commonly used is the
Angle classification, which is based on the sagittal
plane. His postulate is that the upper first
permanent molars are the keys to occlusion and
that the molar ratio must be such that the mesiobuccal cuspis of the upper molar occludes with the
buccal fissure of the lower molar, which, provided
that the teeth are arranged along a slightly curved
line of occlusion, results in normal occlusion.
Based on that, he classified orthodontic
malocclusions into class I malocclusions, class II
malocclusions section 1, class II malocclusions
section 2 and class III malocclusions [3].
Skeletal malocclusion occurs due to disturbances in the mechanism of normal growth and
development of the maxilla or mandible and can
have a great influence on the position of deciduous
and permanent teeth. The severity of skeletal
malocclusion is indirectly proportional to quality
of life taking into account social status and
emotional states as well as the efficiency of speech
and mastication [4]. Hereditary and environmental factors play an important role in the etiology of
malocclusion and their interaction is necessary [5].
Tooth discrepancy can be defined as a
disproportion in tooth size, and since significant
tooth size discrepancy prevents ideal occlusion at
the end of orthodontic treatment, the absence of
tooth size discrepancy is the seventh "key" to
achieving ideal occlusion [6].
26

Bolton 's analysis, which is an integral part of the
diagnostic protocol in orthodontic patients, is used
today as the most appropriate way to determine
dento - dental discrepancy. Anterior and total
ratios are used in clinical practice. The overall ratio
represents the ratio of the sum of the mesiodistal
widths of all teeth from the central incisors to the
first molars of the lower arch and the same sum in
the upper dental arch and the standard value is
91.3 (89.39 - 93.21) [7].
Studies done on the relationship between
anterior and total Bolton ratio and skeletal class
have shown that there is no statistically significant
correlation [8, 9].
Lateral cephalogram is a mandatory part of the
diagnostic procedure in orthodontic patients and
is very important when developing an individual
treatment plan. It can be used to assess skeletal
relationships, determine growth pattern, analyze
dentition and alveolar extensions and determine
skeletal class [10]. Several cephalometric analyzes
are in use today, including analyzes by Tweed,
Sassuoni, Downs, Jarabak, Steiner and many
others. The most commonly used cephalometric
analysis is Steiner analysis because of its simplicity
and speed. This analysis can be done by
conventional method and digital application of
appropriate software [11].
The mutual relations of the upper and lower jaw
as well as their relations to the cranial base are
determined by the values of the angles SNA, SNB
and ANB. The ANB angle determines the skeletal
sagittal relationship of the upper and lower jaws.
The average value of this angle is 2° and the values
from 0° to 4° represent skeletal class I. Values
greater than 4° indicate that it is skeletal class II,
while negative values indicate the existence of
skeletal class III. Witts appraisal determines the
anteroposterior relationship between the maxilla
and mandible.
This measurement is based on the projection of
points A and B on the occlusal plane, during which
points AO and BO are obtained, and the
measurement of the difference between these
points. The normal value according to this analysis
is 1 mm in males and 0 mm in females. In skeletal
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)
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class II, the value of the distance between point AO
and point BO increases, while in skeletal class III,
the projection of point B on the occlusal plane is in
front of the projection of point A on this plane.
These values depend to a large extent on the
possible inclination of the occlusal plane [12].
The aim of this study was to determine the
skeletal class in orthodontic subjects using Stainer
analyze and Wits appraisal on lateral cephalograms and to determine the extent to which a
positive correlation is present, taking into account
the values of the overall Bolton ratio.

Materials and methods
The research was conducted at the Faculty of
Dentistry, University of Sarajevo. The sample
consisted of 300 subjects who had not been
previously orthodontically treated. All subjects
had plaster models done before the start of
orthodontic therapy and appropriate cephalogram
that were archived at the Faculty of Dentistry. The
research was conducted as a retrospective study.
Mesiodistal diameters of permanent teeth from the
central incisor to the first molar in the upper and
lower jaw were measured on plaster models and
the value of the total Bolton ratio was calculated on
the basis of the obtained values. In relation to the
value of the Bolton ratio, the subjects were
classified into two categories: Bolton category 1
(normal Bolton ratio) and Bolton category 2
(deviation). Stainer's analysis and Witts' appraisal
were performed on lateral cephalograms and
based on the obtained results, the subjects were
classified into I, II and III skeletal class. Digital
cephalograms were analyzed using the AxCEph
software system. Steiner 's analysis determined
the skeletal class based on the values of the ANB
angle, while Wits appraisal determined the
intermaxillary relations based on the position of
the AO and BO points on the occlusal plane.
Criteria for the inclusion in the study:
- Present dentition teeth allowing the
calculation of the total Bolton ratio.
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

- Malocclusion present of I, II or III Class.
- Orthodontically untreated patients.
- Absence of the cavities or fillings on the
proximal surfaces of the teeth.
Criteria for the exclusion from the study:
- Teeth of atypical shape or size.
- Cavities on the proximal surfaces of the
teeth.
- Restorative procedures on the proximal
surfaces of the teeth.
- Presence of deciduous dentition teeth.
- Technically defective cephalograms.

Research results
In the preparatory phase of data processing, the
data were checked and errors during entry were
eliminated. A small number of illogical values
outside the range of possible outliers were
retained because they were without much impact,
there were no missing data ('' missing value '') [13].
The validated file was ready for statistical
analysis, which was done with the application
software "STATA®" IC version 16.1 "Single-user
Stata perpetual license to Enes Osmanovic, Serial
number: 301506336897 (College Station, 2021).
Distribution identification, homogeneity of
variance, verification of the actual i.e. empirical
versus theoretically assumed (hypothetical)
distribution was done by the sensitive ShapiroWilk W test. Distributions of the results of discontinuous statistical series (discrete variables)
are expressed in absolute numbers (frequency) or
relative representation (percentages). The
strength of the correlation and the corresponding
statistical significance were established using the
Kendall tau-b coefficient, in accordance to the
recommendations of Hinkle et al [14].
The study included 300 subjects, 118 males and
182 females.
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Graph 1 shows the representation of respondents by gender in a given sample.
In the examined sample, 174 respondents were
in Bolton category 1, while 126 respondents were
in Bolton category 2.
Table 2 shows the value of the Kendall tau-b
coefficient in the subjects in the total sample of
0.312 with a satisfactory level of statistical significance. In accordance with the recommendations
of Hinkle et al. (2003), it is a weak positive
correlation.
Table 3 shows the value of the Kendall tau-b
coefficient in Bolton category 1 subjects in the
amount of 0.351, which corresponds to a weak
positive correlation. In the group of Bolton
category 2 respondents, the value of this
coefficient is 0.247, and this is a slight correlation.
Graph 3 shows the percentage correlation
between Stainer analysis and Wits appraisal in the
total sample. 64.66% of respondents had the same
skeletal class determined based on the values of
ANB angle and the distance between points AO and
BO at the occlusal plane, while in 35.34% of
respondents the skeletal class determined by these
methods were not identical.
Graph 4 shows the percentage correlation
between Stainer analysis and Wits appraisal in
Bolton category 1 subjects. 65.50% of subjects had
the same skeletal class determined based on ANB
angle values and distances between AO and BO

Graph 1. Gender structure of the sample
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Graph 2. Distribution of respondents
in relation to the values of the Bolton index
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Table 1. Crosstabulation and class frequency according to Stainer and Wits appraisal in the total sample
Skeletal class - Wits

Total

I

II

III

I

73

22

47

142

II

21

80

7

108

III

5

2

43

50

99

104

97

300

Skeletal class - Steiner
Total

Table 2. Correlation between Stainer analysis and Wits appraisal in the total sample

Ordinal by Ordinal
N of valid cases
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Kendall's tau-b

Value

Approximate Significance

.312

.000

300
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Table 3. Correlation between Stainer analysis and Wits appraisal by Bolton categories
Bolton Ratio
Bolton category 1

Value
Ordinal by Ordinal

Kendall's tau-b

Ordinal by Ordinal
N of valid cases

points at the occlusal plane, 34,50% of the subjects
of the skeletal class determined by these methods
were not identical.
Graph 5 shows the percentage correlation
between Stainer analysis and Wits appraisal in
Bolton category 2 subjects. A positive correlation
was present in 63.50% of subjects, while a negative
correlation was present in 36.50% of subjects.

.000

174

N of valid cases
Bolton category 2

.351

Approximate Significance

Kendall's tau-b

.247

.008

126

Graph 3. Correlation of Stainer analysis and
Witts appraisal on the total sample

35,34%
64,66%

Discussion
Positive correlation

The two most common parameters used to
determine anteroposterior jaw relationships
based on cephalometric analyzes are the ANB
angle and the Witts estimate [15].
The analysis of these parameters diagnoses
skeletal discrepancy and plans orthodontic
treatment. Given that both ANB angle and Witts
analysis are used to determine the skeletal class, a
high degree of correlation between the two
methods would be expected, but in reality, this
correlation is weaker [16].
In their study, Al - Hamlan et al concluded that
there was a statistically significant correlation
between the values of the ANB angle and the Wits
appraisal [17].
Ucheonye et al came up with similar results in
their study but found that Witts' appraisal was
safer when it comes to diagnosing skeletal
abnormalities in the sagittal plane [18].
The results of our study showed that there is a
weak positive correlation between the Stainer
analysis and the Wits estimate as shown in Table 2.
Value of the Kendall tau-b coefficient in the
subjects in the total sample was 0.312. The
obtained results are similar to the results obtained
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

Negative correlation

Graph 4. Correlation of Stainer analysis and Witts
appraisal in subjects with normal value Bolton ratio

34,20%
65,50%

Positive correlation

Negative correlation

Graph 5. Correlation of Stainer analysis and Wits appraisal
in subjects with deviations in value Bolton ratio

36,50%
63,50%

Positive correlation

Negative correlation
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by Al - Hamlan et al in their research where the
positive correlation is 65.29%. Similar results
were obtained by Zou et al who conducted
research on the Chinese population [19].
Qamaruddin and al. conducted research on a
sample of 209 respondents (92 males and 117
females) and came to the conclusion that there is a
strong correlation between ANB angle values and
Wits appraisal [20].
Ishikawa and all found that the correlation
between the values of the ANB angle and the Wits
appraisal was 57%, which is slightly lower than the
value obtained in this study [21].
Differences in the results could be explained by
differences in the geographical area inhabited by
the examined population.
The results of our study showed that the degree
of correlation in subjects with normal values of the
Bolton ratio (Bolton category 1) is higher compared to those with deviations in the value of the
Bolton ratio (Bolton category 2), which is shown in
Table 3.
There are certain shortcomings when determining skeletal classes by the Stainer method or by
using Witts appraisal. The value of the ANB angle
largely depends on the height of the face, jaw
inclination, vertical development, position of the
nasion while Witts' appraisal depends on the
inclination of the occlusal plane and can be defined
as the method showing the greatest degree of
variability from cephalometric analyzes used to
determine sagittal jaw ratio [22]. Certain
discrepancies in the results of Stainer's analysis
and Witts' appraisal can also be explained by
differences in the age of the subjects [23]. Bishara
et al., in their study, came to the conclusion that the
value of the ANB angle depends on the age of the
subjects until it affects the value of the Witts
appraisal. Based on this, it could be concluded that
the values of the ANB angle and the Witts appraisal
change over time and that this also affects their
correlation [24].
In order to obtain an optimal diagnosis during
orthodontic treatment of the patient, it is
recommended to use the values of ANB angle, Wits
appraisal, dental class determined on the basis of
30

permanent molar ratios and soft tissue ratios.
Proper intermaxillary relations and their correlation with dental relations are the foundations of
any orthodontic treatment and for that reason it is
very important to do a detailed analysis..

Conclusion
Stainer analysis and Witts appraisal used on
lateral cephalograms to determine the skeletal
class of subjects show a statistically significant
correlation.
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ABSTRACT
Different forensic radiological methods of determining the person's age can be used for the various
purposes: social benefits, illegal migration, proving marriage and numerous administrative procedures.
Secondary dentin deposition is the phenomenon responsible for reducing the pulp chamber volume of the
tooth during aging. The aim of this study was to examine whether the pulp volume of mandibular canine is
in correlation with person's age and sex. The study included 100 patients aged between 13-81 years.
Previously made 3D CBCT images from the x ̶ ray of the Faculty of Dentistry database, University of
Sarajevo were used for the research. Patients included in this research had to have intact mandibular
canines and data of the patient's age and gender available. The Ethics Committee approved the research.
Pulp chamber dimensions were measured in the Sidexis 4 program and calculated using the formula for
the volume of a cylinder. The statistical analysis of data was performed. The obtained results confirmed
that the pulp chamber volume of mandibular canines decreases with the aging of the patient, due to the
deposition of secondary dentin. It was determined that the patient's gender is not related with the
changes in pulp chamber volume during aging. Axial section is statistically in correlation to the patient's
age, making it more related in comparison to other two sections (cross sectional and longitudinal
sections).
Key words: forensic dentistry, age estimation, 3D CBCT, pulp chamber, secondary dentin, mandibular
canine.
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Introduction
Forensic dentistry is a specific segment of
modern dental medicine. Age estimation, using the
forensic methods is crucial for identification of
living or deceased person (especially during the
identification of posthumous remains). Due to its
biological properties, tooth is resistant to high
temperatures and decompositions in various
media, and can provide very useful information
concerning the patient's age [1]. In forensic
dentistry, the methods for the estimation of dental
age are classified into: morphological, radiological
and biochemical. Age estimation using the
radiographic methods is the most popular, since it
is not invasive, and does not require extraction or
destruction of the tooth. 3D CBCT imaging is
simple procedure, where the patient is exposed to
a lower dose of radiation compared to the initially
used CT [2]. Pulp is located in cavum dentin,
laterally surrounded by dentin. Dentin is the vital
tissue which forms the major component of the
tooth. There are three types of dentins: primary,
secondary and tertiary dentin [3]. Through aging,
secondary dentin reduces the pulp chamber by its
deposition [4].
Canines are massive teeth with one root.
Mandibular canines are smaller than the upper
ones, with less prominent cuspis and tuberculum
dentale. Their root is mesiodistally compressed;
the crown has a lingual inclination. The diameters
of the canine vestibular surface are not equal so
they appear more elongated than the upper ones
[5]. Numerous researches have performed similar
analysis on teeth of inter-canine and trans-canine
sectors, however several authors suggest canines
for the analysis of pulp chamber volume, since
canines remain in the mouth for a long time, have a
voluminous pulp and due to their morphology are
easy to analyze making them very suitable for this
type of research [6-18].
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Study objectives
By analyzing 3D CBCT images, measure the
parameters for calculating the pulp volume of
mandibular canines in two sections: axialis and
cross sectional.
- Include the obtained values in the formula for
calculation the volume of pulp chambers.
- Determine the existence of correlation between
the patient's age and the volume of pulp
chamber of mandibular canines.
- Determine the existence of correlation between
the gender of the patient and the volume of pulp
chamber of mandibular canines.
- Determine the existence of correlation between
the used sections (axialis and cross sectional),
age and gender of the patient.

Material and methods
Research is a retrospective study, where the
analyzed 3D CBCT images are collected from the x
ray database of the Faculty of Dentistry University
of Sarajevo. The research was conducted with the
approval of the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of
Dentistry No. 02-3-4-59-1-14/2021. 100 3D CBCT
technically correct images were selected which
had to meet the inclusion criteria in terms of
existence of two intact mandibular canines, as well
as the age and gender of the patient had to be
noted. Impacted mandibular canines were
excluded from the research, as well as the teeth
with dental caries, large restorations, periapical
lesions, root resorptions, pulp calcifications and
images with artifacts. The 3D device used in this
research is 3D CBCT GALILEOS COMFORT and
SOFTWARE SIDEXIS 4. After the opening of the 3D
image of the selected patient by positioning the
focus on the mandibular right of left canine, the
image of the tooth in 3D Layout in 3 sections is
available; Axial, Crosssectional and Longitudinal
33
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Figure 1. Axial projection

Figure 2. Longitudinal projection

(Figure 1, 2, 3). Sidexis 4 is consisted of tools for
adjusting the brightness, sharpness and contrast.
During the measurement of the pulp chamber
volume, the brightness and contrast are enhanced
in order to clearly define the space of the chamber
and make the process of measurement easier. The
method of free measurement was used. Point A and
point B were marked by a special tool, and the
distance was measured in millimeters. Measurements were repeated 2 to 3 times adjusting the
projection of the selected canine on 3D CBCT
image. The measured parameters are included in
the formula for calculating the volume of the
2
cylinder (V=r *v*3.14), where r is the radius
measured in the Axial projection, V is the height
measured in Cross sectional and Longitudinal
projections in mm. The obtained results are
inserted into the formula, and the volume of the
3
patient's pulp chamber was obtained in mm .
Statistical analysis

Figure 3. Crosssectional projection
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Pearson's correlation coefficient was used for
the statistical evaluation of the correlation
between the age of the person and the pulp
chamber volume of mandibular canines.
Differences between the genders according to
the pulp chamber volume of mandibular canines is
calculated using t test for independent samples.
Using multiple regression, the axial, cross
sectional and longitudinal sections were compared
with the patient's age, to determine whether one of
those sections would be more predictive than the
other one for the person's age.
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
was performed for examining whether there is a
difference between genders when compared at the
axial, cross sectional and longitudinal section of
the right and left canine.
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Graph 1. Scatter diagram of correlation between
the age and the pulp volume of the right canine.
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chamber volume of mandibular canines
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Results

It was estimated that the pulp chamber volume
of mandibular canines decreases with the aging of
the patient (Graphs 1. and 2.)
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Graph 2. Scatter diagram of correlation between
the age and the pulp volume of the left canine.

Difference between the genders according to
the pulp chamber volume of mandibular
canines
It was demonstrated that males and females do
not differ according to the pulp chamber volume of
mandibular canines (Graphs 3. and 4.).
Comparison of the correlation between the
axial and longitudinal level of the pulp of
mandibular canines with the patient's age
Only the axial section is statistically in
correlation to the patient's age. However, this
result only applies to the left canine (Table 1.).

Graph 3. Graphic presentation of comparison of pulp
chamber volume of mandibular canines between males
and females for the right canine (1= male, 2= female)

Table 1. Results of multiple regression with four predictors
(DDh, DDr, DLr, DLh) with age as the criterion variable.
Age

DD v

12

5
1

Spol

2

DL v

10

6
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Spol

SE B

ß

DDh

0.346

0.758

0.062

DDr

-18.441

19.884

-0.128

DLr

-85.545

20.665

-0.573**

DLh

-0.609

0.738

2

Graph 4. Graphic presentation of comparison of pulp
chamber volume of mandibular canines between males
and females for the left canine (1= male, 2= female)

1

B

2

R

0.465

F

20.657**

-0.112

*p < .05. **p < .01.

Comparison of axial and longitudinal section
by the gender
The authors wanted to examine whether there
is a difference between genders when compared at
the axial, cross sectional and longitudinal section
of the right and left canine. It is concluded that
there is not any difference between males and
35
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Graph 5. Graphic presentation of differences between
males and females in the axial (DDr) and longitudinal
(DDh) section for the right canine (1= male, 2= female)
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Graph 6. Graphic presentation of differences between
males and females in the axial (DDr) and longitudinal
(DDh) section for the left canine (1= male, 2= female)
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females in either, axial or longitudinal section of
the canine (Graphs 5. and 6.).

Discussion
The average age of the patients was 39,8 years.
Distribution of patients by gender was: 46% men
and 54% women.
It was estimated that the pulp chamber volume
of mandibular canines decreases with the aging of
the patient. Such results are in accordance with the
researches of other authors, who point out that the
36

deposition of secondary dentin increases with
aging, additionally same authors suggest using
regression formulas for determining the patient's
age based on the calculated pulp volume. [10, 16,
19].
Furthermore, correlations of the axial, cross
sectional and longitudinal section are compared
with the patient's age, it was examined whether
any of these sections will be more predictive for the
person's age. In 2016, Rai at all. [20] conducted a
study of dental age assessment by analyzing CBCT
images in relation to 3 sections (axial, coronal and
sagittal) measured in dental chamber of maxillary
canines. The most significant correlation with the
respondent's age was observed in the axial section,
while the results were not significant in other two
sections. Similar results were obtained in this
study.
It was also examined whether there is a
difference between the genders if compared in
axial, cross sectional and longitudinal sections of
the right and left mandibular canine, and it was
confirmed no difference between men and women
in any of the examined sections.
Our results regarding the correlation between
pulp volume and age and sex of the respondents
correspond to the study of Afifiy at all. [9], Gulsahi
at all [7], Cameriere at all [14], Nemsi at all [21],
Elgazzar at all [22], although our research differs
methodologically in some segments. Also,
according to their research, the mandibular canine
proved to be the best choice for estimating the
chronological age. However, Gulsahi at all [7] in
their extensive study on different groups of teeth,
state that the first maxillary central incisors, then
maxillary lateral incisors, mandibular second and
first premolars and then canines performed the
best correlation of pulp volume reduction with the
age of the patient.
Finally, it is important to emphasize the fact that
using the software for the automatic segmentation
of the pulp chamber would allow gaining more
accurate results and make the measurements
easier, while in this study the results were obtained
by manual measurement.
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Conclusion
It was estimated that the pulp chamber volume
of mandibular canines decreases with the aging of
the patient. There is no any difference between
men and women concerning the pulp chamber
volume of mandibular canines. The axial section
was statistically related to the age of the patient,
while the cross sectional and longitudinal ones are
not related to the patient's age. There is no any
difference between men and women in either the
axial or longitudinal section of the canine in both,
left and right canine.
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ABSTRACT
Periodontal tissue diseases such as periodontitis and periodontal disease are urgent medical and social
problems. Chronic generalized periodontitis and periodontal disease of moderate severity are the causes
of a cosmetic defect when smiling and bad breath when talking, in addition, the function of chewing is
disrupted, articulation changes contributing to a deterioration in the quality of life in socio-psychological
terms, that is, limiting a person's ability to freely communicate in society.
The study was aimed to identifying the relationship between the quality of life in patients with chronic
generalized periodontitis and periodontal disease of moderate severity with indicators before and after
periodontal treatment.
Materials and Methods. The integral assessment related to dental health was determined on the basis of
a questionnaire to determine the index "Dental Health Impact Profile OHIP-14". Patients of the main and
control groups filled out the questionnaire 3 times: before treatment, 6 and 12 months after the
treatment.
Result. Conducting periodontal treatment with the use of new technologies in patients with chronic
generalized periodontitis and periodontal disease of moderate severity showed an improvement in 3
main indicators of the quality of life regarding the problem of eating, the problem in communication and
the problem in everyday life.
Conclusion. The study showed that the use of modified effects on periodontal tissues of local
carboxytherapy allows to achieve a good level of quality of life after 6 months.
Keywords: quality of life, periodontitis, periodontal disease.
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Introduction
Periodontal tissue diseases such as periodontitis and periodontal disease are urgent medical
and social problems. Dental health is of particular
importance in ensuring the quality of human life [1,
2, 3]. The term "quality of life" has been used in
medicine since the 1960s, and since the 1980s,
methods for assessing the quality of life in patients
with dental diseases have been developed [4].
Chronic generalized periodontitis and periodontal disease of moderate severity are the causes
of a cosmetic defect when smiling and bad breath
when talking, in addition, the function of chewing
is disrupted, articulation changes contributing to a
deterioration in the quality of life in sociopsychological terms, that is, limiting a person's
ability to freely communicate in society. [5, 6].
In the healthcare of the Russian Federation,
various types of questionnaires are used to assess
the quality of life [7]. The most commonly used
questionnaire is OHIP-14 (Oral health Impact
Profile) on dental problems affecting the quality of
human life [8, 9].
The quality of life of patients is assessed by their
own state of dental health before treatment, the
expectation of positive results of periodontal
treatment and the satisfactory result of the
treatment [10].

Materials and Methods
The aim of the study was to determine an
integral assessment of the quality of life in patients
with chronic generalized periodontitis and
periodontal disease of moderate severity before
and after traditional periodontal treatment and
with the use of new technologies.
The study involved 320 patients (men and
women) aged 45-65 years with a diagnosis of
chronic generalized periodontitis and periodontal
disease of moderate severity. The patients were
divided into 2 groups: the main group (160
patients): The 1st subgroup is chronic generalized
periodontitis of moderate severity, the 2nd
40

subgroup is chronic generalized periodontitis of
moderate severity. Patients of the main group, in
addition to traditional periodontal treatment,
underwent targeted tissue regeneration using
osteoplastic materials, and also used the method of
carboxytherapy. The control group (160 patients):
the 3rd subgroup - chronic generalized periodontitis of moderate severity, the 4th subgroup chronic generalized periodontitis of moderate
severity, patients of this group underwent traditional treatment.
The assessment of the quality of life of
periodontal patients was determined using the
OHIP-14 dental questionnaire validated in the
Russian Federation (Oral Health Impact Profile) to
determine the index "OHIP-14 Dental Health
Impact Profile" [8], which consisted of 14 questions. Determination of the impact on the quality of
life of patients with periodontal tissue diseases
before and after periodontal treatment was carried
out according to 3 main indicators: a problem
during meals, a problem in communication,
problems in everyday life. Patients of the main and
control groups filled out the questionnaire 3 times:
before treatment, 6 and 12 months after treatment.
The answers to the questions are based on the type
of Liqueur scale, ranked by 5 points, respectively,
according to the answers: "never" - 0 points,
"extremely rare" - 1 point, "often" - 2 points, "very
often" - 3 points, "constantly" - 4 points. The
procedure for calculating the index involves
summing separately according to scales (scale
indicators) and in general according to the
questionnaire (integral indicator OHIP-14) from 0
to 56 points: 0-12 – a good level of quality of life,
13-24 - a satisfactory level of quality of life, 25-56 an unsatisfactory level of quality of life. High index
values correspond to low quality of life indicators.
Statistical processing of the obtained data was
conducted using the Statistica 7.0 program.

Result
The analysis of the influence of chronic
generalized periodontitis and periodontal disease
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Table 1. Indicators of quality of life in patients of the main and control groups before treatment
Research
group

Subgroup

Problems
with eating

Communication
problems

Problems in
everyday life

Standart
deviation

12,19 ± 0,74

10,71 ± 0,69

8,6 ± 0,59

0,077

9,6 ± 0,47

7,82 ± 0,4

6,45 ± 0,36

0.062

11,75 ± 1,1

10,14 ± 0,91

8,71 ± 0,94

0.077

9,45 ± 0,5

7,5 ± 0,42

6,22 ± 0,4

0,091

1 Subgroup
Main
group

(periodontitis)
2 Subgroup
(periodontal disease)
3 Subgroup

Control
group

(periodontitis)
4 Subgroup
(periodontal disease)

of moderate severity on the quality of life of
patients before and after treatment showed that
patients in the main and control groups had a
significant decrease in quality of life before
treatment. From a conversation with patients, it
was revealed that psychological discomfort is
associated with: difficulty eating (mobility of teeth,
and as a consequence partial adentia); communication problems and leading a normal daily life
(the presence of periodontal pockets, which are
the cause of bad breath, the lack of an aesthetic
smile, as there is a cosmetic defect of the dentition
and gum recession).
The obtained indicators of quality of life in
patients of the main and control groups with
chronic generalized periodontitis and periodontal
disease of moderate severity before treatment are
presented in Table 1.

The obtained indicators of the OHIP-14
questionnaire in patients of the main and control
groups before treatment do not differ statistically
and are characterized as an unsatisfactory level of
quality of life compared to those of healthy
individuals. It should be noted that patients with
chronic generalized periodontitis of moderate
severity note a slightly higher quality of life (on
average by 24.2%) than patients with a diagnosis
of chronic generalized periodontitis of moderate
severity. When comparing questions that reflect
three main indicators, such as problems in
communication, everyday life and problems arise
when eating, the latter is statistically higher and
our view correlates with the presence of
pathological tooth mobility in patients with both
chronic generalized periodontitis and periodontal
disease of moderate severity.

Table 2. Quality of life indicators in patients of the main and control groups 6 months after treatment
Research
group

Subgroup

Problems
with eating

Communication
problems

Problems in
everyday life

Standart
deviation

4,35 ± 0,41

4,25 ± 0,45

3,4 ± 0,39

0,054

5,17 ± 0,6

4,22 ± 0,57

4,01 ± 0,51

0,060

7,05 ± 0,41

7,21 ± 0,62

6,01 ± 0,39

0,094

8,21 ± 0,74

7,1 ± 0,65

5,84 ± 0,66

0,076

1 Subgroup
Main
group

(periodontitis)
2 Subgroup
(periodontal disease)
3 Subgroup

Control
group

(periodontitis)
4 Subgroup
(periodontal disease)
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Comparative analysis of quality-of-life indicators in patients after treatment showed statistically significant differences between the average
indicators. The quality-of-life indicators in
patients of the main and control groups with
chronic generalized periodontitis and periodontal
disease of moderate severity 6 months after
treatment are presented in Table 2.
From the obtained indicators in Table 2, it can
be seen that statistically significant changes
occurred in patients of both the main and control
groups. But despite the fact that there was a
significantly positive dynamic in all subgroups, a
more pronounced improvement in the quality of
life is determined in patients in the 1st and 2nd
subgroups of the main group. In patients of the
main group, compared with the initial values, in the
1st subgroup, the indicator decreased by 61.9%,
and in the 2nd subgroup by 43.9%, in patients of
the control group, in the 3rd subgroup by 33.7%,
and in the 4th subgroup by 8.7%, respectively.
Comparative intergroup analysis showed that the
main changes occurred in patients diagnosed with
chronic generalized periodontitis, where there
was a stable increase in the quality of life.
Statistically significant differences occurred in the
main group of the 2nd subgroup, in patients with
chronic generalized periodontal disease, and in the
control group, in patients with a similar diagnosis,
the changes were insignificant.
A comparative analysis of quality-of-life
indicators 12 months after treatment also revealed

statistically significant differences between the
average indicators.
The obtained indicators of quality of life in
patients of the main and control groups with
chronic generalized periodontitis and periodontal
disease of moderate severity 12 months after
treatment are presented in Table 3.
The obtained values of the quality-of-life level
have not changed significantly compared to the
semi-annual data, but there is a slight decrease in
indicators. The greatest decrease is observed in the
3rd and 4th subgroups, where treatment was
carried out by the traditional method.
The overall integral indicator of the quality of
life before treatment, after 6 and 12 months in
control patients after treatment with the
traditional method and with the use of local
carboxytherapy on periodontal tissue in patients
with chronic generalized periodontitis and
periodontal disease of moderate severity tended to
decrease, indicating a positive trend.
Analyzing the integral indicators, in patients
who participated in the study, either an
unsatisfactory level of quality of life is determined
before treatment (in patients with a diagnosis of
periodontitis), or a borderline level between
satisfactory and unsatisfactory (patients with a
diagnosis of periodontitis). In all patients at this
stage, signs of inflammation or recession of the
gum were determined, respectively, pathology of
periodontal tissues of moderate severity.

Table 3. Quality of life indicators in patients of the main and control groups 12 months after treatment
Research
group

Subgroup

Problems
with eating

Communication
problems

Problems in
everyday life

Standart
deviation

4,05 ± 0,51

3,91 ± 0,5

3,1 ± 0,55

0,052

5,2 ± 0,72

4,29 ± 0,64

3,95 ± 0,59

0,061

8,76 ± 0,74

8,07 ± 0,71

7,25 ± 0,6

0,073

8,9 ± 0,93

7 ± 0,8

5,9 ± 0,82

0,064

1 Subgroup
Main
group

(periodontitis)
2 Subgroup
(periodontal disease)
3 Subgroup

Control
group

(periodontitis)
4 Subgroup
(periodontal disease)
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6 months after the treatment in patients with
chronic periodontitis, the integral assessment
showed an improvement in the quality of life "good" in the main group and "satisfactory" in the
control group.

Discussion
The main reasons influencing the positive
dynamics were the absence of pain in the oral
cavity when eating, a decrease in the size of
pathological pockets and the degree of mobility of
teeth. In addition, patients noted a significant
decrease in the severity of halitosis, which
significantly affected the answers in the group of
questions related to communication problems.
When analyzing the indicators in patients
diagnosed with periodontal disease of moderate
severity, the total criterion assessment of the
quality of life in the main group after 6 months was
characterized by a significant improvement of
43.8% compared to the baseline values, which is
36.6% higher than the changes in this parameter in
the control group.
A comparative analysis of the indicators of the
OHIP-14 questionnaire in the long term after
treatment showed that the values of the integral
indicator in the main group and the control group
had a slight downward trend 6 and 12 months after
the treatment, which characterizes the resulting
level of quality of life due to dental health, proving
the effectiveness of the treatment.

Conclusion
The results obtained indicate that the initial
condition of patients with chronic generalized
periodontitis and periodontal disease of moderate
severity was characterized by a marked decrease
in the quality of life and its criteria compared with
those of healthy individuals. The use of directed
tissue regeneration and the method of
carboxytherapy in local treatment in patients with
moderate periodontal disease in the main group
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

compared with traditional treatment showed a
significant positive dynamic of subjective signs.
Reducing the clinical manifestations of diseases
allowed patients to lead a full life without
experiencing the inconvenience associated with
eating and communicating with people.
Thus, the conducted study to determine the
level of quality of life in patients with chronic
generalized periodontitis and periodontal disease
of moderate severity after periodontal treatment
using modified effects on periodontal tissues of
local carboxytherapy showed that with dynamic
observation after 6 and 12 months, the integral
assessment of the quality of life is assessed as "a
good level of quality of life".
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ABSTRACT
Cracked tooth syndrome (CTS) is defined as an incomplete fracture of the vital tooth involving both
enamel and dentin, and occasionally extending into the pulp. Mandibular molars are the most commonly
affected teeth. Complications of CTS are involvement of the pulp and/or periodontal ligament, cusp
fractur or loss of tooth vitality. The diagnosis of CTS is challenging even for the most experienced dental
practitioners. The fact that the associated symptoms tend to be very variable is one of the most
aggravating factors. In order to reach a diagnosis, the dentist should provide a detailed dental history and
careful visual and tactile clinical examination and clinical tests. Therapy varies according to the position
and extent of the fracture. The main objective of the paper is to provide a review of the etiological factors of
the CTS, diagnosis and treatment modalities.
Keywords: Cracked tooth syndrome, fracture, bite test, tooth pain, diagnosis, endodontic microscope.
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Introduction
Cracked tooth syndrome (CTS) is defined as a
fracture plane of unknown depth and direction,
coming through the tooth structure that can
progress (Figure 1.) to the pulp and/or periodontal ligament [1]. This type of non-distinct tooth
fracture was described by Sutton in 1962. as a
greenstick fracture, a term normally used in
orthopedics when a bone bends and cracks,
instead of breaking completely into separate
pieces [2]. Cameron's 1964. report was the earliest
mentioning of the CTS term [1, 3]. The latter
condition can have various consequences - from
negligible problems not requiring therapy, through
endodontic treatment, to complete tooth loss. Due
to the frequently vague symptoms, establishing a
correct diagnosis can be a great challenge. The
dentist needs to be familiar with the CTS and must
be aware of this problem [2]. The incomplete
fracture should be considered in any case of
otherwise unexplainable discomfort in a molar
tooth [4].
The paper discusses the incidence of the CTS,
looks into etiological factors and the occurrence
mechanism, clinical features and points the
guidelines for detecting this problem.

Etiology of the CTS
CTS is a complex condition with multifactorial
etiology. Some of the causes are previous
restorative treatments (bulk fill composites [5],
para-pulpal pins [6], [excessive removal of tooth
substance during preparation [5], removal of
marginal ridges, the difference between thermal
expansion coefficients of the tooth and restorative
materials [7]), occlusal factors (exerting highintensity forces on the sound tooth, or exerting
physiological bite force on the weakened tooth [8],
masticatory trauma [9]), developmental anomalies, trauma or aging [10]. In addition, it is stated
that sleep bruxism, teeth clenching or grinding
may cause the CTS [3]. The tooth anatomy itself can
be one of the crack-forming factors, such as deep
46

Figure 1. Pigmented fracture line on the extracted tooth

occlusal grooves, steep cusp incline, wide pulp
chamber, the prominent mesio-palatal cusp of the
maxillary first molar combined with extremely
lingually inclined mandibular molars [11].
It is not completely clear how cracks are formed
in restored teeth. Possibly, microcracks occur as a
consequence of cusp flexion caused by occlusal
stress during mastication and thermal expansion
of restorative materials [12]. Occlusal stress leads
to cusp flexion that grows proportionally to the
removal of dental substance during cavity preparation [13]. A study conducted on mandibular
molars where they exerted upon with a force of
intensity 20 N/s for 5 s showed minimal
deformation of intact teeth cusps, while teeth with
MO or MOD restorations had an increase of
deformation of 2-5 µm, depending on the
extension of the preparation [14]. When cusps
deform during the mastication, the inner corner of
the cavity becomes “locus minoris resistentiae” for
microfractures to form [15]. In larger restorations,
the cracks are usually superficial and do not cause
any symptoms. However, teeth with minor
restorations, often have deeper fracture lines
accompanied by symptoms. The deformation
increases 8 times if the width of the cusp is reduced
by half as well as the bottom of the cavity is lowered
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)
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Figure 2. A probe in the molar split fragments

with a deeper preparation, thus increasing the
height of the cusp [14]. Fracture lines are parallel
to the cusp slope (Figure 1.). The fracture line of
intact teeth is usually centrally located [16],
usually in mesiodistal direction (Figure 2.) [10].

molars [2, 18, 19]. The wedging effect is used in
order to explain mandibular molars' fracture.
Maxillary first molar, with its prominent mesialpalatal cusp, occludes in the central fissure of
mandibular first molar which causes the fracture [4, 20]. The main reason why maxillary molars
are more resistant to fractures is the transverse
ridge being their structural reinforcement [21].
Epidemiological studies of the CTS incidence
show conflicting results [8, 21]. Researches have
shown various statistical data of CTS correlating
specific age groups [18, 22]. Cameron examined 50
teeth and claimed that women facing the CTS more
often [2], while others found that was more
frequent in men [1]. Nevertheless, new studies
show that both, men and women, are equally
affected [12, 23].
Teeth become more fragile over time and prone
to fractures [2]. This condition usually affects adult
patients aged 30-60 years [5]. Seo et al. performed
research on 107 fractured teeth and the largest
number of fractures diagnosed in patients in their
forties, followed by those in their thirties and
fifties [12]. A few teeth with CTS were found in
patients in their sixties, which is associated with a
reduced number of teeth due to their loss [12].
Incomplete fractures of posterior teeth more
often affect teeth with extensive intra-coronal
fillings [1, 5, 10]. Teeth restored with amalgam and
gold inlay are more prone to fractures, while teeth
restored with composite or porcelain inlay are
more resistant [22]. Larger amounts of restorative
material (which may be due to a larger amount of
destroyed tooth tissue or even preventive removal
of healthy dental substance) can produce
microfractures under masticatory stress [2].
However, studies also found CTS in 28% of unfilled
teeth [5] and 18.2% of intact cracked teeth [1].

Epidemiology of the CTS
Tooth fractures are one of the most common
problems patients are facing and the third leading
cause of tooth loss [8]. One in 23 adults experiences a fracture of one posterior tooth every
year [17]. Most practitioners consider CTS to affect
posterior vital teeth [1], particularly mandibular
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

Clinical manifestations of the CTS
CTS is characterized by a specific type of pain,
known as the rebound pain - sharp, fleeting pain
occurring when the biting force is released from
the tooth, which may occur when eating fibrous
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foods [24, 25]. When biting down, the segments are
usually moving apart and thereby reducing the
pressure in the dentin nerve fibers. When the bite
is released, the segments snap back together
sharply increasing the pressure and causing
pain [26]. It is possible that the fracture crack may
extend to the pulp resulting in pulpal inflammation. Sensitivity to sweet is possible or the tooth
with crack remains asymptomatic for a long
time [3]. Unexplained sensitivity to cold is
commonly found [2].
In order to diagnose CTS, it is very important to
locate the stress plane as the vulnerable area of the
tooth. A stress plane is an area that is loaded by
great occlusal forces during the masticatory cycle
and may result in a fracture. A tooth stress plane or
fracture plane may be completely supra-gingival,
known as the cusp stress plane, may intersect the
furcation – furcation stress plane, or a sub-gingival
aspect of the root – gingival stress plane. A cuspal
stress plane is a stress plane located approximately
apical to one cusp, or apical to two or more
connected cusps, where the axial aspect of the
stress plane may intersect the pulp chamber walls
or roof (but does not intersect the pulp chamber
floor) [13, 16, 18]. A furcation stress plane
generally is caused by a cusp from an opposing
tooth occluding into the central groove of the
posterior tooth, resulting in stresses that try to
split the tooth into buccal and lingual pieces [27].
Gingival stress plane circumscribes the crosssection of tooth structure that is located
approximately at the interface between the subgingival and supra-gingival tooth structure. This
plane also intersects the pulp chamber. The
supragingival tooth structure can rotate freely, in
response to occlusal forces stressing this interface,
and the subgingival tooth structure is essentially
held firmly by the surrounding alveolar bone and
periodontal ligament [25].

Diagnosis of the CTS
In order to come up with a diagnosis, the dentist
must be aware of epidemiological facts –
mandibular molars are the most affected teeth,
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with extensive intra-coronal restoration [3]. For
the identification of this type of fracture, it is
necessary to go through the diagnostic protocol dental history, clinical examination using
periodontal probing, tooth staining, vitality
testing, as well as the application of special
methods such as transillumination or bite test. The
diagnosis of CTS is relatively difficult to establish.
Recognizing the syndrome itself can be difficult
because the discomfort or pain that occurs within
CTS may be similar to the symptoms of sinusitis,
temporomandibular joint disorders, headaches,
ear pain, etc. [28] . Sometimes, the patient is unable
to point to the tooth causing pain [10].
Anamnesis can clear up any doubts and make it
easier for us to establish a diagnosis [10]. If the
patient claims that he has changed fillings in the
past, performed occlusal balancing, and performed
many other treatments that did not alleviate their
symptoms, CTS as a possibility can be considered
and further diagnostic procedures should be
implemented [3] .
Visualization of the crack line is necessary for
diagnosis. The inability to visualize a crack by
clinical examination reduces the possibility of
establishing an accurate diagnosis. Many authors
suggest the removal of existing restorations and
pigmentations in order to facilitate the
visualization of the fracture line. The rubber dam
facilitates the visualization of the crack by isolating
the tooth and creating a contrast between the color
of the gum and tooth [3]. Staining the tooth with
gentian violet or methylene blue can facilitate the
visualization of the fracture line [29]. The main
disadvantage of this method is that it takes at least
2-5 days to see the results. The dye takes some time
to diffuse into the fracture [3]. Transillumination
can help the dentist to visualize a crack when
applied directly to the involved tooth [25].
Yellow/orange lights being more favorable for
diagnosis than blue, although blue is usually
available [30]. The use of an operative microscope
enables clinicians to perform dental procedures
more precisely. The operative microscope
facilitates diagnosis through better visualization of
the crack line. Not only that magnifies the object,
but it also allows to work without interfering with
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the surrounding shadows by coaxially delivering
the light. The ideal magnification for detecting
fractures within the enamel is x16 [5]. The tooth
with CTS may have occlusal facets indicating
eccentric mastication contact [10].
Since the most common symptom of CTS is pain
on biting [2] or rebound pain, a bite test is
routinely used to establish a diagnosis [31]. Bite
test is performed using commercially available
tools, such as “Fractfinder” (Denbur, Oak Brook, IL,
USA) and “Tooth Slooth” (Professional Results Inc.,
Laguna Niguel, CA, USA) where the patient bites on
the individual cusp. This tool allows the transfer of
increased force to the cusp, thus increasing the
pain that ceases with the pressure withdrawn [10].
Dental radiograph imaging provides ambiguous
information about tooth fractures [3, 27]. Indirect
diagnostic measures like copper rings, steel
orthodontic wires, and acrylic temporary crowns
can be applied to the tooth to prevent tooth
separation in the area of the fracture line during
mastication. Following the application of the
splint, the symptoms decrease in 2-4 weeks. The
absence of pain indicates the diagnosis of CTS.
Moreover, a composite resin applied to the dried
tooth in a 1-1.5 mm thick layer without etching and
bonding placed over the fracture line can be used
as a splint [25, 32].
Conditions to consider in the differential
diagnosis of CTS include the following: galvanic
pain related to amalgam restoration [10], pulpal
reversible inflammation, dentine or postoperative
hypersensitivity, occlusal trauma [31], fractured
restoration [3], orofacial pain and psychiatric
disorders [10].

Treatment of the CTS
The foundation of proper CTS therapy is
considering the etiological factor which caused the
crack [32]. There is no universal protocol for CTS
therapy, nevertheless, it is established that the
main objective is to alleviate symptoms and
immobilize the fractured particles [16]. If CTS
occurs as a consequence of parafunction - the main
goal is to remove etiological factors. Some dentists
Stomatološki vjesnik 2021; 10 (2)

recommend the removal of the affected cusp which
would later be restored, preventing the contact
with the antagonist [33]. Others consider this
approach very invasive [21]. Fractures involving
only dentin, extending horizontally without
affecting the pulp, and those not deeper than 2mm
below the gingival epithelial attachment are
considered favorable for treatment. Fractures that
involve both marginal ridges, affect the pulp, or
reach deep sub-gingival are not favorable for
treatment. If the diagnosis is not timely
established, the progression of the crack can lead
to separation and extraction (Figure 2).
The treatment of CTS can be immediate using
direct restorations with or without cuspal
coverage, with indirect intra-coronal restorations
without cuspal coverage and indirect restorations
with cuspal coverage (on-lay and full crown). If the
existing cavity is not larger than half of the
buccolingual width of the tooth, direct amalgam or
composite resin restoration can be successful.
Nevertheless, if more of the dental substance is
removed, the best solution is on-lay or dental
crown - which are the gold standard in
treatment [25]. Profound cracks involving pulp
require endodontic treatment prior to crown
placement [2]. The best treatment option is
prevention through minimally invasive cavity
preparation and adequate cuspal protection [10].

Conclusion
There are no clearly defined etiological factors
leading to CTS. The greatest effect on the CTS
occurrence is the weakening of the tooth structure
by removing the marginal ridge during
preparation and the action of occlusal forces.
Symptoms that can be found are rebound pain,
tooth pain on sweet cold or the tooth may be
asymptomatic. Even though CTS symptoms are
nonspecific, when a patient complains about pain
and/or discomfort when chewing or biting, CTS as
a possibility should be considered. Bite test is
considered an useful method in diagnosing CTS
enhanced by good visualization, preferably using
operative microscope.
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For the best possible treatment of tooth with
CTS, it is necessary to take several factors into
account – etiological factor, the tooth condition, as
well as prognosis. If the irreversible pulpal or
periapical pathosis of the involved tooth is
diagnosed, it is necessary to perform endodontic
treatment. When restoring the tooth, the amount
of residual dental substance needs to be
considered. Full crowns and onlays are the gold
standard in CTS treatment. Timely detection can
prevent numerous complications and ultimately
tooth loss.
It is very important to raise the awareness about
this syndrome among dental medicine students
and dentists. To raise students' knowledge, it is
suggested for this topic be included in the
syllabuses.
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ABSTRACT
Patron saints from deseases are an exceptionally intersting phenomenon in the history of dental
medicine, so they reveal paradigm of thinking when doctors were not available and their arrival to the
patient was considered elitist.
Despite the fact that the dental service addresses the problem of toothache and similar problems with its
effective therapeutic capabilities, there is sometimes a need for spiritual support in today's materialized
world.
Doctors of dental medicine celebrate Apollonia as their protector. Traditionally, for many years now, on
February 9th, in dental medicine, is the day of Saint Apollonia, virgin and martyr, the patron saint of her
members, who are taking care of the oral health of their patients, trying to prevent the occurrence of
various oral diseases and to help those in need for dental service.
Key words: Saint Apollonia, Patron Saint of Dentistry, February 9th.
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Introduction
With the fall of the Western Roman Empire in
476, civilization entered the saddest period in the
history of human culture - the dark Middle Ages,
characterized by hunger, leprosy and plague.
The freedom of study was within the framework
of church ideology, making it impossible for any
independent research.
There was stagnation in medicine, and all the
previous medical knowledge was replaced by religious dogmas and misconceptions. It is interesting
to mention that a thousand years after the
Hippocrates, medicine returns to its earliest stage.
During this period, people didn't know much
about oral hygiene. There was a large spread of
dental caries, scurvy as well as tooth abrasion.
The first stage in the treatment of toothache was
the application of various herbal preparations, but
also magic and prayer. Prayers for patients
suffering from toothache were most often referred
to Saint Apollonia. [1]
Written data and beliefs say that St. Apollonia
was born in the 2nd century AD, in Alexandria
(Egypt). Further, it is said that she lived an
irreproachable life, worthy of all respect and
admiration, and her apostolic work in the church
should also be emphasized. [2]
Respect and glorification of this saint expanded
quickly first to the East, and then to the West, as
witnessed by numerous built churches and chapels
in her honor.
There are several legends about the death of St.
Apollonia, an Alexandrian martyr, whose death
sentence was pronounced by her pagan father who
was angry with his Christian daughter. According
to one legend, after brutal torture, she had all her
teeth pulled out one by one and she was flung into a
fiery furnace and burnt to death. The other legend
says that her teeth were knocked out with stones
and fists, while the third legend mentions her
torture and says that she was beheaded. Whatever
happened, it is certain that this saint, due to all of
the above and the death that followed, should have
special mercy for those who suffer from toothaches. Toothaches are a very uncomfortable
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experience that follows humanity from the ancient
times as described in many medical records of
various civilizations. The very procedure of tooth
extraction has long been the main therapeutic
procedure for people to relieve toothaches, and
everyone regardless of their class knew this painful
procedure, as well as the toothache itself. That is
why the extraction of teeth, except for the
therapeutic purpose, became the act of repression
and punishment for anyone who opposed the
superior opinion. Saint Apollonia found herself in
the whirlwind of anxiety that ended with
persecution and execution. Due to the pain she
endured, her suffering was put on a pedestal of
suffering, and in 249 she became an advocate and
protector of people suffering from toothache, as
well as dentists and dental practitioners. Such
beliefs are also presented in paintings in church
spaces where people most often came and where
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they sought help for healing and forgiveness in the
form of prayer for toothache to the St. Apollonia: „ O
Glorius Apollonia, patron saint of dentistry and
refuge to all those suffering from diseases of the
teeth, I consecrate myself to thee, beseeching thee
to number me among thy clients. Assist me by your
intercession with God in my daily work and
intercede with Him to obtain for me a happy death.
Pray that my heart like thine may be inflamed with
the love of Jesus and Mary, through Christ our Lord.
Amen. O My God, bring me safe through temptation
and strengthen me as thou didst our own patron
Apollonia, through Christ our Lord. Amen. “
In art, the iconographic illustrations depict St.
Apollonia, holding the dental forceps with an
extracted tooth in her left hand, while in the same
or another hand she is holding a palm branch,
which is a sign of martyrdom. Interestingly, all the
characters of St. Apollonia are placed on the altars,
which shows that this saint is highly valued and
that the respect for her character has been
permanently rooted in the spiritual tradition of the
Franciscan Order. It is tradition that the Franciscan
Order has always shared the fate of its people and is
extremely close in the general and individual
center of human destinies. [3-6]
Patron saints from diseases are an exceptionally
interesting phenomenon in the history of dental
medicine, so they reveal paradigm of thinking
when doctors were not available and their arrival
to the patient was considered elitist. In such
circumstances, consolation, intercession of healing
and relief of afflictions were sought from various
saints. [2]
Despite the fact that the dental service
addresses the problem of toothache and similar
problems with its effective therapeutic capabilities, there is sometimes a need for spiritual
support in today's materialized world. [3]
Doctors of dental medicine celebrate Apollonia
as their protector. Traditionally, for many years
now, on February 9th, in dental medicine, is the day
of Saint Apollonia, virgin and martyr, the patron
saint of her members, who are taking care of the
oral health of their patients, trying to prevent the
occurrence of various oral diseases and to help
those in need for dental service. [7-10]
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